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1 Zusammenfassung 

Kunststoffe, umgangssprachlich auch Plastik genannt, sind einige der 

bedeutendsten Materialen unserer modernen Welt. Faktoren, die diesen Siegeszug 

begünstigten, waren überzeugende Materialeigenschaften wie hohe mechanische 

Stärke, Widerstandsfähigkeit gegenüber einer Vielzahl von Einflüssen, geringes Gewicht 

sowie letztlich auch eine kostengünstige Produktion. Ein mangelhaftes 

Abfallmanagement kombiniert mit einer Jahresproduktion von über 300 Millionen 

Tonnen bedingt jedoch zwangsläufig in einem massiven Abfluss von Plastikmüll in die 

Umwelt. Aufgrund der hohen Stabilität kann das Material dort für Jahrzehnte oder sogar 

Jahrhunderte überdauern. Trotzdem unterliegt das Material dort biotischen und 

abiotischen Umwelteinflüssen, insbesondere Feuchtigkeit, UV-Strahlung und 

mechanischem Stress, welche einen stetigen Fragmentierungsprozess in Gang setzen, 

der letztlich zur Entstehung von Mikro- und Nanoplastik führt. Diese mikroskopischen 

Kunststoffpartikel trugen zu einer Neubewertung der Dringlichkeit von 

Plastikverschmutzung bei, da sie allgegenwärtig sind und Studien negative Effekte jener 

Partikel auf die Vitalität verschiedenster Lebewesen nachweisen konnten. Die 

Entdeckung von Enzymen, welche in der Lage sind, Kunststoffe abzubauen, eröffnete 

dabei sowohl neue Perspektiven für die Eliminierung von Plastikverschmutzung in der 

Umwelt als auch für die Entwicklung neuer Recyclingprozesse. 

Polyethylenterephthalat (PET) ist ein Standardkunstoff, der eine Grundgerüst aus 

Heteroatomen besitzt, welches die enzymatische Hydrolyse begünstigt. Folglich konnten 

mittlerweile einige PET-abbauende Enzyme identifiziert werden. Die IsPETase nimmt 

dabei eine prominente Rolle ein, da es seinem Ursprungsorganismus Ideonella 

sakaiensis die Fähigkeit verleiht, PET als Energiequelle zu nutzen. Kürzlich wurde in 

einer Studie außerdem eine optimierte Variante der PET Hydrolase LCC präsentiert, 

welche herausragende Abbauraten für PET erreicht. Mit Hilfe dieses Enzyms konnten 

die Autoren außerdem einen vollständigen Recyclingprozess demonstrieren, was das 

Potential enzymatischer Anwendungen unterstreicht. 

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation werden drei Forschungsarbeiten präsentiert, 

welche sich alle im Bereich von PET-abbauenden Enzymen bewegen. In der ersten 

Studie entwickelten wir eine neue Screening Plattform, die auf dem neuartigen 

Aufbringen eines PET-Films als Substrat auf Standard-Laborartikeln basiert. In 

Kombination mit verbesserter Komptabilität hinsichtlich Lysat-basierter Anwendungen 

ergibt sich ein äußerst nützliches und für Hochdurchsatzanwendungen geeignetes 
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Werkzeug zur Charakterisierung neuer PET-abbauenden Enzyme. Auf Basis dieser 

Plattform wurde das Enzym PET6 von Vibrio gazogenes untersucht, welches eine 

bemerkenswerte Anpassung an seine salzhaltige Umgebung zeigt, wobei hohe 

Salzkonzentrationen das Enzym stabilisieren und den PET-Abbau verbessern. Trotz 

vergleichsweiser geringer Aktivität ist PET6 dabei im Hinblick auf Plastikabbau in der 

Umwelt von Interesse, da V. gazogenes weltweit in salzhaltigen Ökosystemen verbreitet 

ist, die auch für ihre hohe Mikroplastikbelastung bekannt sind. In einer weiteren Studie 

konnten wir außerdem zeigen, dass der Einfluss von enzymatischem Abbau auf die 

Materialeigenschaften von PET einen größeren Einfluss hat als die Quantifizierung 

löslicher Abbauprodukte vermuten lässt. Eine besondere Rolle schreiben wir hierbei dem 

wasserunlöslichen BHET-Dimer zu, welches wir in den oberen Schichten des Materials 

nachweisen konnten. Wir vermuten, dass diese Substanz die innere Struktur von PET 

schwächt und dadurch die überproportionale Schwächung der mechanischen 

Eigenschaften von PET auslöst, welche wir nach enzymatischem Kontakt messen 

konnten. Daher könnte enzymatischer Abbau eine entscheidende Rolle bei der 

Fragmentierung von PET in der Umwelt spielen. 

Die hier gezeigten Arbeiten, und darin entwickelten Methoden, leisten damit 

einen Beitrag zur weiteren Erforschung PET-abbauender Enzyme und ermöglichen ein 

besseres Verständnis der Auswirkungen von biotischen Faktoren auf Plastik in der 

Umwelt. 
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2 Summary 

Plastic is one of the key materials in our modern world. Its inexpensiveness 

combined with forceful material properties, such as lightweight, high mechanical 

strength, and resistance to various factors, fired its demand over the last decades. 

However, insufficient waste management combined with production rates of over 300 

million tons result in vast amounts of plastic waste escaping into the environment. Unlike 

other materials, plastic can persist in the environment for decades or centuries due to its 

durability. However, biotic and abiotic factors, such as UV radiation, humidity, and 

mechanical stress, act on the material during its way through various environments, 

gradually fragmenting it down to microplastic or even nanoplastic particles. These tiny 

particles raised awareness towards worldwide plastic pollution as they can be found 

ubiquitously and show severe adverse effects on various organisms. Consequently, 

plastic, especially micro- and nanoplastic, is seen as a global and urgent threat that 

requires an immediate answer. In this context, the discovery of enzymes that act on 

these recalcitrant materials opened a new perspective for the decomposition of plastic in 

the environment as well as for technical recycling applications.  

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is a commodity plastic that features a 

heteroatom backbone that facilitates enzymatic attack. Hence, several enzymes could 

be identified and characterized to degrade PET efficiently. A prominent enzyme in this 

context is PETase which enables its host Ideonella sakaiensis to use PET as an energy 

source, demonstrating the materials’ breakdown in natural environments. A recent study 

presented an engineered variant of the PET hydrolase LCC with enhanced PET 

degradation capability. Its successful application in a large-scale full recycling process 

further illustrates the potential of those enzymes. 

As part of this thesis, three publications are presented in the scope of PET 

degrading enzymes. For efficient analysis and characterization, we developed a 

screening platform featuring a new substrate provisioning by applying PET films on lab 

consumables. In combination with improved capabilities for screening in lysate, the 

assay features a useful, high-throughput-compatible tool for the characterization of new 

PET degrading enzyme variants. With this experimental basis, the enzyme PET6 from 

Vibrio gazogenes was investigated, which revealed a remarkable adaptation towards its 

saline origin. PET6 is stabilized by elevated salt concentrations, which also promotes 

PET degradation. Despite comparably low degradation rates, PET6 is an interesting 

candidate for natural PET decomposition due to the ubiquitous prevalence of V. 
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gazogenes, especially in marine environments with typically high plastic concentrations. 

In another study, we could show that enzymatic activity of IsPETase has an even higher 

impact on material properties than tracking of soluble degradation suggests. We propose 

that the presence of the insoluble degradation product BHET dimer, which we found in 

near-surface layers, weakens the internal composition of the material. This could explain 

why PET experiences disproportional embrittlement upon enzymatic attack. Hence 

microbial and enzymatic processes could have a decisive influence on the fragmentation 

process of PET in natural environments. 

The work shown here and the methods developed therein thus contribute to 

future research on PET-degrading enzymes and provide a better understanding of the 

effects of biotic factors on plastics in the environment. 
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Nature of polymers 

Polymers, a concept also prominently found in nature, describe macromolecules 

with monomers arranged in repetitive units joining to large molecules. Some of them 

comprise the most fundamental building blocks of life, including RNA and DNA as genetic 

information, proteins for manifold functions, polysaccharides for storage and structural 

purposes, such as starch, cutin, and lignin in plants. Depending on the sequence of these 

repetitive units, polymers can be characterized as homopolymers when comprised of 

only identical repetitive units. A prominent example of such a homopolymer is cellulose, 

where the repetitive unit comprises two β(1→4) linked D-glucose molecules (Figure 1). 

Proteins, on the contrary, are heteropolymers as the repetitive units are the single amino 

acids joined by a peptide bond, which may vary in sequence in a non-periodic fashion.  

 

Figure 1 Structures of common polymers, the repetitive units are marked with blue boxes. Cutin is shown as a 
polyester comprised of 10,16-dihydroxy palmitic acid monomers, while the repetitive unit of cellulose is two 
glucose moieties connected by a glycosidic β(1→4) link constituting cellulose as a member of homopolymers. In 
contrast, proteins are typical heteropolymers, where amino acids, which join to the polypeptide, differ by their side 
chain; in this example, threonine, glutamic acid, phenylalanine, arginine, lysine, and isoleucine. In contrast to the 
aforementioned bio-based polymers, PS, PE, and PET are petrol-based commodity plastics. 

Other than sequence motifs, there are more general categories for grouping 

polymers that are not necessarily restricted to natural biopolymers. Another commonly 

used category is based on the plasticity of the material, discriminating between 

thermoplastics, which can be reshaped after production (e.g., by heating), thermosetting 

polymers (thermosets), which on the contrary feature an unalterable and rigid structure, 

and elastomers with their inherent flexibility. The backbone and thus the bond type of 
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polymers can also be a distinguishing feature, like a C-C backbone in polyolefins with 

their prominent members polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP), or heteroatom 

backbone as in polyurethanes, polyesters, and polyamides also describing the bond type 

of the polymer. Depending on the origin of the polymer, there is the category of biogenic 

polymers which are directly produced by organisms, the semi-synthetic polymers made 

from renewable biomass resources (e.g., cellulose acetate), and synthetic polymers, 

which are dominantly petroleum-based. This is, to some extent, also related to the 

category of biodegradability. The often-used term plastics summarizes man-made 

polymers, thus the categories of semi-synthetic and synthetic polymers. 

An integral part of these plastics are additives which are employed in vastly 

varying concentrations1. Many of these compounds have been developed to alter 

material properties according to specific needs2, with plasticizer as the most common 

type. Furthermore, there are dyes, flame retardants, fillers, reinforcements, and 

stabilizers against physical or chemical influences, e.g., radiation, hydrolysis, and 

oxidation. Also, some additives are applied for better processing of the final product or 

as biocides for long-term resistance against biological activity2. In many cases, only 

additives enable a successful application of plastics for a particular purpose or allow for 

easy adaptation. In this way, they fundamentally define the characteristics of a polymer, 

thereby making a decisive contribution to the versatility of plastics in general. As such, 

plastics come in countless shapes and have become an integral part of our modern 

world, ranging from everyday products to high-tech products. Simply put, our world is 

inconceivable without plastics. That pervasiveness can be explained by the benefits of 

plastic being versatile, lightweight, inert, resistant to various influences, and in general, 

having excellent mechanical properties. As these properties also favor adverse effects 

like persistence and accumulation in the environment, plastic consumption is now 

discussed critically, but the advantages of plastics are not neglectable3. Eventually, our 

continuously heavy reliance on these materials demands an answer for sustainable 

plastic handling in all regards. 

3.2 History of plastics and rise of plastic pollution 

Due to the abundance of biogenic polymers in nature, it seems logical that the 

first commercial plastic invented was a semi-synthetic polymer, thus a modified 

biopolymer. This first plastic nitrocellulose, also called Celluloid, was developed twice 

independently between 1850 and 18694. Made from cellulose and nitric acid, it was 
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intended as a substitute for ivory, and its success likely saved elephants from eradication 

at that time. Interestingly, even this first commercially successful plastic already 

contained camphor as a plasticizer, emphasizing the relevance of these compounds for 

plastics already in these early stages. The first fully synthetic plastic was developed by 

Baekeland in the 1910s, creating a thermoset made from phenol and formaldehyde 

named Bakelite4. As it could be used for advanced molding application, it became a trend 

material typical for its time, impacting the general socio-economic development of 

society5,6. In the same period, polyvinylchloride (PVC) was patented, which in contrast to 

Bakelite, still has a relevant share in today’s plastic production7. A first preview of the 

starting success story of plastics was the hype about DuPont’s nylon stockings. Their 

shortage due to the prioritization of war goods made from nylon as well as the popularity 

of the stockings themselves, culminated in the nylon riots in 1945-19468. Despite this 

shortage, Second World War and the post-war period were a turning point for the plastic 

industry. With the general deprivation of traditional raw materials during the war, industry 

and research were turning focus towards novel plastics as a substitute or pursuing the 

idea to create new materials with novel property profiles4,8. Driven by the warfare’s 

financial resources, which fostered innovation and increased production capacities, 

many innovations in that field entered the civil market during the next years4,8. This is 

also reflected by the massive increase in plastic production amounts. While the total 

produced plastic before 1950 was approximately around 4 to 8 million tons (Mt), the 

annual production increased to 1.5 to 2 Mt in the early 1950s4,9,10. Over the next five 

centuries, a yearly growth rate of around 10% increased the world production up to 200 

Mt in 200210. Even in the following years, with soared awareness for reasonable plastic 

consumption, the average annual growth was still around 3.4 percent, yielding an 

immense total production mass of around 365 Mt for 202010. 

Although the widespread use of polymers was on the rise, only in the early 1970s 

did scientists document the first observation of plastic pollution in the environment by 

describing plastic particles on the surface of the Sargasso Sea11. By that year, the 

accumulated plastic production had reached about 331 Mt with a discard rate of probably 

100% as recycling and incineration were not common before the 1980s12. Nevertheless, 

the topic of plastic pollution got little attention despite slightly more effort in correct plastic 

waste management with increasing recycling and incineration rates up to 10% each12. It 

was Richard Thompson and colleagues in 2004 with their publication analyzing the 

distribution of plastics in the oceans13, who for the first time also considered small 
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particles and put the fate of discarded plastic into the focus of the scientific community 

as well as the public. In the context of these findings, they coined the term “microplastics” 

for plastic particles smaller than 5mm in size13. 

3.3 The fate of plastic waste 

A first step to approach the topic of plastic entering the environment is to identify 

the main sources of plastic waste itself. In 2015 there was 302 Mt primary plastic waste 

produced, with the most significant shares from packaging (141 Mt), textiles (42 Mt), 

consumer & institutional products (37 Mt), and transportation (17 Mt)12. In order to 

characterize this influx more precisely, parameters such as the type of polymers, 

additives contained, size and shape, and the pathway must be taken into account14. In 

general, there are three options for plastic end-of-life, namely recycling, incineration, and 

discarding as the least sustainable option15. However, despite the efforts in improving 

plastic waste management to decrease discarding rates, even the members of the 

European Union plus Swiss and Norway, sharing a high level of development as well as 

public consciousness for environmental topics, still dumped 25% of their plastic waste 

into landfills in the year 201815. If the total amount of plastic ever produced is considered, 

about 59% ended up in landfills by 2015, making up for 4900 Mt12. Discarded plastic is 

often not left at properly secured dumpsites or landfills, which is why large amounts are 

leaking into the environment upon wind, rain, and floods16 (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 Example for mismanaged waste in coastal areas (Albania). Subsequent transport of lightweight plastics 
into the sea by wind and rain is likely. (Photo by Antoine GIRET on Unsplash) 

Nevertheless, even plastic sent to recycling may still not reach its destination and 

contribute to plastic pollution17, emphasizing that plastic waste management generally 
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has room for improvement. When considering the pathways of macroplastics (>5mm in 

size) into the environment, a primary distinction must be made into the ocean-based and 

land-based entry18. While littering and systematic failures in waste management are 

issues in both spheres, there are some specific contributions. For land-based entry, 

relevant factors are industrial and agricultural waste, the transfer from landfills, and 

contamination from composting and waste water treatment plants18–21. For the ocean-

based paths, unique positions are abandoned or lost fishing gear or lost ship cargo18,22,23. 

Besides transport between land and oceans upon wind and waves, there is an input from 

land to the sea with riverine systems as a link. As all this plastic waste ends up in different 

ecosystems, negative effects on the therein living species are inevitable. While pictures 

of seabirds and turtles and other animals entangled in plastic litter are a present view in 

media, there are other severe implications, including ingestion and smothering, known 

for many species24,25. And it is the humans who suffer from a plastic polluted environment 

at the same time26. However, it is not only the presence of plastic litter or macroplastic in 

ecosystems that poses a threat but also its ongoing fragmentation into smaller pieces, 

eventually down to microplastic particles.  

3.4 Plastic degradation, fragmentation, and microplastics 

Although plastics commonly share high resistance against various factors 

resulting in high durability and associated subsequent persistence in the environment, 

there is yet a constant fragmentation process of these materials27. The procedures 

leading to this fragmentation can be divided into biotic factors and abiotic factors, the 

latter being either physical or chemical. Biotic factors are diverse, ranging from microbial 

and enzymatic attack on a molecular level to ingestion or transport along food webs on 

a macroscopic level, but do not appear until biotic contact has taken place28. Abiotic 

factors, however, act immediately on the material when it enters an environment in the 

form of UV radiation, temperature, humidity, chemicals, and mechanical stress like wind 

or waves29. Some of these factors induce changes in the chemical composition of the 

polymer, such as humidity, radiation, or elevated temperatures causing hydrolysis, 

thermal-oxidation, and photo-oxidation, respectively27,29. These processes usually 

decrease the average molecular mass of the polymer through chain scissions and, for 

oxidative processes, introduce new, mainly polar chemical groups. Various reaction 

paths further include the formation of radicals, in some cases even causing 

crosslinking30. The molecular mass of the polymer is tightly linked with its material 
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properties. PET, for example, undergoes a massive change from ductility towards 

massive embrittlement once the critical molecular mass falls below the threshold of 

around 17kg/mol31. The actual degradation mechanism itself depends on the polymer 

and its chemical structure. For example, only polymers with a heteroatom backbone with 

hydrolyzable bonds, such as polyesters, polyurethanes, and polyamides, are susceptible 

to hydrolysis. For other polymers with a C-C backbone, such as polyolefins, sensitivity 

to UV radiation is more dependent on the presence of potential chromophores (e.g., 

phenyl-group in polystyrene), while processes like thermal oxidation are influenced by 

humidity and availability of oxygen30,32. If other substances in the material like additives 

or remaining monomers from synthesis are considered, even more reactions are 

possible. 

The typical abiotic degradation process for PET are (thermal) hydrolysis, 

photodissociation, and photo-oxidation. However, diverse reactions are possible, 

including Norrish reactions of type I and II and radical-based reactions33. Figure 3 shows 

the most common abiotic degradation products for PET. 

 

Figure 3 Simplified schema for common abiotic degradation processes in PET. Hydrolysis (left side) requires the 
presence of water, while the other degradation paths are initiated by radiation causing photodissociation according 
to a Norrish Type I reaction. A photo-oxidative pathway is shown on the right side. The lines link the intermediates 
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with the possible products/end groups at the bottom; blue lines indicate the release of CO or CO2. Any radical 
transfer to a third partner in this last step is not shown for simplification. The figure is based on the work of Hurley 
et al.34, Sang et al.33, and Day et al.35.  

The most straightforward possible reaction is the hydrolysis of the ester bond, 

creating a carboxyl- and hydroxyl- end-group, which comprises the reversed synthesis 

reaction. An activation by UV radiation can lead to chain scission with the subsequent 

introduction of aldehyde, vinyl, ethyl, hydroxyl, or carboxyl ends33–35. Depending on the 

propagation of radicals, different products are possible, including the release of CO2 and 

CO32,35,36.  

All these processes and factors, biotic and abiotic, may act individually or 

synergistically and weaken the material by the deterioration of the physiochemical 

structure, eventually leading to embrittlement. For larger pieces, this usually starts with 

abiotic degradation according to the available factors in the environment, inflicting first 

cracks paving the way for fragmentation37. This generates more surface or weak points 

for an iterative fragmentation process while biotic factors such as biofilm formation and 

subsequent enzymatic attack mostly but not exclusively intervene later in this 

process38,39. However, factors may vary over time, for example, when fragments or 

particles undergo a transition from terrestrial to aquatic environments or through 

sedimentation. In Figure 4, an overview of the sources of plastic waste and their paths 

in the environment after the end of use is illustrated. 

 

Figure 4 Typical schema for plastic entering the environment. Of all the plastic produced, with the greatest 
demands from packaging, textiles, institutional products, and transport, only minor shares go to recycling or 
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incineration. Most mismanaged plastic waste is prone to leak into the environment as large plastic litter or down 
to microplastic. Abiotic and biotic factors acting on the material promote plastic degradation into smaller pieces. 
Eventually, plastic of vastly different sizes may enter environmental compartments, including exchange and 
transfer within them. 

There is also a complex interplay of these factors, e.g., where biofilm formation 

initiates biotic degradation but in return inhibits further photo-degradation by blocking UV 

transmission40. In this way, plastic litter and macroplastic are broken up into what is 

referred to as secondary microplastics. Primary microplastic, however, does not derive 

from the fragmentation of larger pieces but enters directly into the environment41,42. It can 

originate from medical or cosmetic products (e.g., abrasives) or from the polymer 

production process itself. A significant amount of primary microplastic is generated 

through wear-off during a product's intended use, such as fibers released from fishing 

nets and synthetic textiles, or abrasion from tyres42,43. Within primary microplastics, the 

contribution derives from the laundering of synthetic fibers with 35% and the abrasion of 

tyres (28%); nevertheless, primary microplastics account for only 15-31% in the ocean44. 

Consequently, the major share of 69-81% arises from secondary microplastics44. 

This whole system of plastic in the environment must be considered as a highly 

dynamic and continuous process. There is a constant afflux of litter, macro-, and 

microplastic into the environment, transported in various ways in and among aerial, 

aquatic, riverine, and terrestrial systems. While there are accumulation zones for plastic 

such as garbage patches45, there are also temporary sinks for plastic such as peripheral 

areas, shorelines38,46, floodplains47, and estuaries48, where material persists for some 

time before further transport. Eventually, the sea floor comprises the main permanent 

sink for plastics49, but sedimentation processes are not restricted to the oceans. Thus, 

estuaries and salt-marshes are also seen as a large permanent sink for macro- and 

microplastics50. In parallel degradative processes act on the material leading to 

fragmentation into smaller and smaller pieces, with the number of particles increasing 

exponentially. However, even microplastic particles are just an intermediate stage before 

being ground to nanoplastics, defined as particles below 1 µm. The decreased size also 

affects the transport behavior of the particles. The transport of macroplastic has many 

requirements, as the particle's size, shape, and density must be compatible with the 

strength and density of the transport current. A foil, for example, might be blown away 

by the wind, while a solid piece of the same polymer would, in contrast, stay put. 

Especially in riverine or aquatic systems, density is generally a decisive factor as 

fragments with densities above 1 g cm-3 (e.g. PET ≈ 1.35 g cm-3) might sink, unlike those 

floating with densities below 1 g cm-3 (e.g. PP ≈ 0.9 g cm-3)51,52. However, with the 
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decreasing particles sizes, the physical regime for the transport of these particles 

changes, and the shape and density as mentioned above become less critical. 

Therefore, microplastics are readily transported under various conditions in all kinds of 

environments. Within aquatic systems, this includes the transport in rivers, by waves and 

tides, and via surface water and flooding, but also along food webs53–55. In addition, these 

particles can also migrate in soils and other terrestrial systems, and when small enough, 

this eventually enables even long-range aerial transport by wind53,55. Thus, the high 

potential for spreading leads inevitably to microplastic particles in pristine places far off 

and remote from human civilization, as shown for the Arctic and Antarctic sea and 

inaccessible alpine areas56,57. 

3.5 Impact of microplastics 

With their ubiquitous emergence, microplastics have gained much attention since 

the 2000s. The apparent key question is how these particles would interact with the 

environment, including flora, fauna, and eventually humans, and if this would implicate 

severe downstream problems on a global scale. Although countless studies have been 

published by now, the entire complexity of microplastic interactions is hard to cover. The 

interaction and reaction of organisms are dramatically dependent on the type of polymer, 

size, and shape. Weathering, aging, and potential biofilm formation change the surface 

properties and thereby multiplies the combinations that must be considered. Each 

species might interact utterly differently with a specific set of particles, and for humans 

and other higher organisms, even different tissues or cell types must be considered. 

Another challenge is the tracking of such small particles within these experiments. As a 

result, studies must unavoidably restrict their scope to very specified subjects. 

Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn for the impacts of plastic particles of 

different sizes on biota. 

Various ecotoxicological effects on organisms have been found58–60 while these 

adverse impacts can be divided into two categories: (1) physical effects caused by the 

simple presence of the particle and (2) effects induced by associated substances and 

organisms of the plastic particle61. The most common physical interaction is ingestion by 

an organism, which usually does not cause increased mortality58. Often the uptake of 

microplastic has some kind of filling effect, reducing the capacity to assimilate nutritious 

food. Thus, the decreased energy intake might lead to changes in the metabolic and 

behavioral constitutions and viability; furthermore, reproduction efficiency can be 
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affected disproportionally. This principle was shown in a study on turtles where 25% 

plastic content in the food reduced reproduction up to 88%62. In the context of adverse 

effects of plastics on organisms, some of the greatest concerns emanate from endocrine-

disrupting chemicals (EDCs), which are abundantly present as common additives like 

phthalates and bisphenols as plasticisers61. As they are not covalently bound in the 

material, diffusion upon biological contact and subsequent uptake is possible. This might 

even be promoted by fragmentation and degradation, which increases the surface area 

and decreases in hydrophobicity of the material, thus easing the release of those 

hydrophobic compounds. Due to the hormone-like structure of EDCs, they can mimic or 

antagonize their function and intervene in hormone synthesis from metabolism to 

receptor expression61. With this efficacy spectrum, they threaten not only many 

organisms and animals but also humans. 

For the latter, there are two main uptake mechanisms for plastic particles with 

ingestion via beverages and contaminated food on the one hand and through inhalation 

of aerial micro- and nanoplastic on the other63. Interestingly, fibers are in both scenarios 

the dominant species in particle shapes63. This uptake, particularly by inhalation, can 

have severe impacts, as shown in a study that nanoplastic particles can harm lung tissue 

with effects on viability, protein expression, apoptosis, and more64. Besides their 

immediate adverse impacts on the organism, these plastic particles also pose a threat 

as they may act as a transport vehicle for harmful substances. Their typically 

hydrophobic nature generates high adsorption and absorption potential that is even 

increased with rising particle surface upon fragmentation. Eventually, this enables the 

accumulation of critical compounds. Thus, besides the sorption of heavy metals with 

subsequent transport65,66, there is a discussion about the role of microplastic particles in 

the context of persistent organic pollutants (POPs). These POPs are described as 

hydrophobic compounds such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), 

polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB), polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE), and 

dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), which are adsorbed by plastic particles 

unintentionally during transport through different environments67. Due to the high sorption 

potential of plastic particles and their mobility, their risk potential regarding POPs is 

unclear. Furthermore, processes that might induce disadvantageous desorption 

processes leading to locally high POP concentrations are hardly studied. However, the 

threat of microplastic particles loaded with POPs is controversially discussed as they 

might also act as a beneficial permanent sink for POPs67.  
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Aside from these chemical pollutants, the surface of plastic particles can also 

carry dangerous pathogens within their biofilm. The elevated levels of fungal pathogens 

found on microplastic in terrestrial environments68 and analogously pathogenic species 

of the genus Vibrio in marine systems69 demonstrate that the plastisphere can be a fatal 

breeding ground for human pathogens. Taken together, it is convincing that microplastic 

presents a severe danger to organisms in different ways. Nonetheless, more research is 

needed to gain an overall picture of the risk potential of microplastic and related particles.  

3.6 Discovery of plastic and PET degrading enzymes 

With the prevalence of biopolymers in nature, the existence of a machinery for 

synthesis, conversion, and degradation of these molecules is a prerequisite. Enzymes 

naturally cover these tasks with their catalytic activity involved in virtually every 

biochemical reaction. While some of these biopolymers feature a C-C backbone, like 

lignin, the majority features polymer backbones created by condensation reactions, such 

as amides, glycosides, and esters. Reversely, these polymers resulting from 

condensation can easily be depolymerized via hydrolysis, with the chemical equilibrium 

shifted to the side of the monomers, fully recovering the educts of synthesis. On the 

contrary, C-C bonds are much more stable, demanding an energy-intensive mechanism 

for synthesis and degradation. For the latter, a form of activation of the C-C bond system 

is necessary anyway70,71, often requiring radicals, peroxides, or oxidative processes. As 

many biopolymers, including RNA, DNA, proteins, and polysaccharides, are involved in 

continuous synthesis, degradation, and resynthesis processes, it seems only reasonable 

that they rely on the handy dehydrative condensation process. In contrast, polymers with 

a C-C backbone are more restricted to special applications. 

Nevertheless, there are also biopolymers featuring hydrolyzable bonds in theory, 

which are still hard to depolymerize. Such examples of even global relevance are 

cellulose and lignocellulose that are particularly recalcitrant to enzymatic degradation, 

mainly due to the crystalline order of the cellulose fibres72. The efficient degradation of 

the mass polymer lignocellulose, which is crucial for a functioning carbon cycle, is only 

enabled by different cellulases working in parallel with a specific cleavage profile 

supported by specialized carbohydrate-binding modules (CBM)73,74. Besides crystalline 

structures, hydrophobicity of the polymer can also complicate degradation, which is true 

for cutin. Cuticular tissues act in plants as a protective barrier at the surface made from 

cutin, waxes, and polysaccharides75. Cutin itself can be described as a branched 
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polyester comprised of hydroxy/epoxy fatty acids with the length of C16 and C1875. The 

group of enzymes dealing with the degradation of this tenacious polymer is accordingly 

called cutinases.  

The degradation of man-made plastics presents similar or even more complex 

challenges than biopolymers. Commodity plastics often feature a very high degree of 

crystallinity of up to 45-95% and 50-80% for PE and PP, respectively51. A high crystallinity 

content increases the material strength, rigidity, and melting temperature76, but the 

arrangement of the polymer chain in these densely packed lamellar crystalline regions 

impairs enzymatic attack77. These lamellae are arranged in spherical structures called 

spherulites, whereas amorphous arranged polymer chains are present both between the 

lamella and outside of the spherulite (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 Schematic representation of a spherulite containing the crystalline regions in semi-crystalline materials. 
The spherical structures are comprised of lamella, where the polymer chains adopt a regular, thus crystalline 
order. In between and outside of the spherulite, polymer chains adopt an amorphous state. 

Furthermore, the plastics with the highest global resin demand, PE, PP, PVC, 

and PS, summing up to a 65% share in total15, share a C-C backbone impeding biotic 

deterioration. The enzymatic degradation of these materials often requires abiotic pre-

treatment to introduce chain scission or hydrophilic end groups, as only a few known 

organisms are actually capable of dismantling virgin material77. The organisms involved 

in the degradation of C-C backbone polymers are algae, fungi, and bacteria77 and some 

invertebrates by virtue of their gut biome mediating the degradation of, e.g., PE or PS78,79. 

Nevertheless, the difficulty of breaking C-C bonds is also reflected in the known 

performance of microbial and enzymatic degradation of these individual plastics. Since 

degradation rates of these plastics are comparably low, they are blended with fast 

biodegradable polymers such as polycaprolactone (PCL), polylactic acid (PLA), or starch 

if fast biotic decomposition is desired. These fast degrading polymers attract microbes 
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inducing biofilm formation and, once decomposed, leave a porous structure within the 

main polymer, making it vulnerable for subsequent various degradation processes77.  

The situation is different for the two commodity plastics based on a heteroatom 

backbone, polyurethane (PU) and PET, where biodegradation is well known. PU 

undergoes different ways of hydrolysis upon enzymatic attack with esterase activity as 

the most common option80, while also oxidative degradation has been described81. 

However, PU plays a minor role in scientific interest in enzymatic plastic degradation, 

which PET has dominated over the last years. With an 8-10% share, PET is one of the 

most abundantly produced plastics and is often released in the environment due to the 

short life cycle of its typical products, including food containers, bottles, and fibers12. With 

its moderate crystallinity of commonly around 35%, it represents a good target for 

enzymatic degradation. Meanwhile, several enzymes with PET activity have been found, 

most of which can be attributed to the class of cutinases. 

3.7 Cutinases – A class of promiscuous enzymes 

Cutinases (E.C. 3.1.1.74) act on cutin, which is, as mentioned above, a 

hydrophobic polyester comprised of linked C16 and C18 ω-hydroxy fatty acids82 with 

additional hydroxyl and epoxy groups enabling cross-linking of the biopolymer. As the 

main component of the cuticula, besides polysaccharides and waxes, it protects plants' 

epidermis, preventing evaporation, and comprises a physical barrier for pathogens. 

Thus, cutinases were first reported in the context of phytopathogens which use this 

enzyme as a tool to overcome the protective cuticula during infection83–85. The first 

cutinase studied in detail, including structural characterization, was the Fusarium solani 

cutinase (FsC)86, which confirmed the enzyme as a member of the alpha/beta hydrolase 

superfamily87. Consequently, cutinases share a common structural topology containing 

eight beta sheets connected by six alpha helices87 (Figure 6). The active site features 

the catalytic triad Ser-His-Asp with the serine being surface exposed due to the missing 

hydrophobic lid compared to the structurally and chemically closely related true 

lipases86,88. 
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Figure 6 Crystal structure of Leaf-branch cutinase (LCC) (PDB ID 4EB0) in cartoon representation as an example 
for the alpha/beta hydrolase fold of cutinases. The typical composition of the central beta sheets enclosed by 
alpha helices is visible; the catalytic triad (grey) within the binding grove and the disulfide bond near the C-terminus 
are shown as sticks and were labeled accordingly. 

This open architecture towards the active site presumably promotes the 

promiscuity of cutinases, which are active on many substrates, including triglyceride and 

fatty acid esters, extending their ability to hydrolase an extensive and solid material like 

cutin. Apart from the alpha/beta hydrolase fold core, the layout of the enzymes may vary 

with the molecular weight ranging from around 20 kDa for most fungal cutinases up to 

35 kDa for some bacterial variants, yet the latter are usually around 30 kDa89. The 

observed variation stems from differences in decoration at loops and especially at the 

termini. The optimal working conditions for those enzymes correlate with their origin, and 

as most bacterial enzymes were found in thermophilic organisms, their optimal 

temperatures are around 50-60°C, while fungal variants prefer 40-45°C or even below89. 

Numerous disulfide bonds are often related to thermophilic proteins as they have a 

stabilizing effect even at elevated temperatures. However, it seems unlikely that this rule 

can be applied to the thermostability of natural cutinases. Though fungal cutinases have 

two to three of these links, they usually show lower thermostability and activity at high 

temperatures compared to bacterial variants with mostly just one disulfide bond. 

Regarding pH, most cutinases have been reported to work optimally in the range of 

slightly alkaline to neutral pH of around 7-9, yet some variants function in acidic 

environments down to pH 489. Although PET and cutin have no striking structural 

resemblance (see Figure 7), they are both polyesters and build a compact polymer with 

a hydrophobic character containing polar groups. 
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Figure 7 Structural comparison of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and Cutin. For simplicity, Cutin is depicted as 
a homopolymer made from 10,16-dihydroxypalmitic acid, neglecting the diverse composition of fatty acids present 
in natural cutin. 

Considering the promiscuity of cutinases mentioned above, activity on PET of 

these enzymes seems conceivable. And in fact, all PET degrading enzymes known today 

can be assigned to this enzyme class90.  

3.8 PET degrading enzymes 

To date, many polyester degrading enzymes are known that show activity on PET 

to some extent. Kawai et al. suggested91 that these enzymes can be grouped into PET 

surface-modifying enzymes and PET hydrolases or PET-degrading enzymes. On the 

surface of PET material, single polymer chains are jutting out from the bulk material as 

loops or chain ends, accounting only for a marginal fraction of the whole material mass. 

Besides cutinases, many hydrolases have been identified to cleave such exposed PET 

chains, including members from lipases, carboxylesterases, and even peptidases91,92. 

Consequently, the degradation of jutting chains leaves either hydroxyl or carboxyl end-

groups on the surface leading to hydrophilization. Surface hydrophilicity is linked to 

several favorable properties of PET during processing, such as dyeability or wettability, 

why this enzymatic treatment is also used for industrial purposes93. However, the 

degradation process of these surface-modifying enzymes is naturally limited to the 

surface itself as these enzymes are missing the ability to degrade the bulk material 

underneath. This extended competence is limited to the PET hydrolases alias PET 

degrading enzymes. As criteria for these enzymes, Kawai et al. proposed detectable 

surface erosion with optical imaging and a mass loss of at least 10%91. 

Before individual enzymes and their performance are discussed, the connection 

between incubation temperature during the reaction and PET’s glass transition 
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temperature (Tg) must be considered. PET is a semi-crystalline material where the 

polymer chains arrange either in lamellar, crystalline structures or unstructured 

amorphous regions (compare Figure 5). The content of these crystalline regions, 

depending among other factors on the material’s processing, is measured as percent 

crystallinity. The Tg describes the temperature at which polymer chains in the amorphous 

phase experience a rapid increase in mobility. For PET, the Tg is between 67 °C and 81 

°C depending on the crystallinity with the lower temperature for fully amorphous PET94. 

However, when PET is in a humid environment, it absorbs water which weakens the 

interactions within the amorphous phase. Thus Tg is significantly decreased to 60-65 °C, 

depending on several parameters including initial Tg, relative humidity, and 

temperature95,96. 

Enzymatic degradation primarily occurs on amorphous regions due to the higher 

mobility and thereby accessibility of polymer chains to the enzyme. Therefore, 

crystallinity is a decisive factor for studying enzymatic PET degradation. Consequently, 

the enzymatic degradation profits from incubation temperatures near Tg, where the 

chains in the amorphous regions gain even more flexibility. However, this requires 

enzymes with sufficient kinetic and thermal stability. At temperatures above Tg, 

amorphous regions start to arrange themselves slowly into crystalline structures and thus 

increase crystallinity, referred to as cold crystallization94. Tournier et al. reported that this 

phenomenon is unfavorable for further enzymatic PET degradation97, which suggests 

limiting the incubation temperature to not far above Tg. Considering the connection 

between activity and Tg, one should generally distinguish between mesophilic and 

thermophilic enzymes regarding their absolute performance. As mesophilic enzymes 

cannot act near PET’s Tg, they are usually much slower than their thermophilic 

counterparts but might still show impressive turnover rates useful for specific scenarios. 

In the following section, some noteworthy PET degrading enzymes will be 

introduced, yet there are many more which have been reviewed by several authors90,91,98. 

In 2005 Müller et al. discovered the PET degrading activity of BTA-1 alias TfH, which 

was found in Thermobifida fusca DSM4379399. They could show that the enzyme could 

degrade two low crystalline PET films made from a PET bottle or virgin PET pellets. After 

incubation at 55°C for three weeks, they measured weight losses between 43 and 54%99. 

Consequently, TfH is considered the first known PET degrading enzyme. The organism 

Thermobifida fusca belongs to the order of Actinomycetales associated with the 

decomposition of plant material100 where such enzymatic activity of cutinases is 
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expected. This finding drew attention to enzymes and organisms of similar origin, and 

several PET degrading enzymes could be identified, especially from the genus 

Thermobifida such as TfCut2 from T. fusca KW3101,102 or Thc_Cut2 from T. cellulosilytica 

DSM44535101. 

TfCut2 showed rapid degradation of an amorphous PET film with a weight loss 

of 16% in only 50h at 65 °C despite poor kinetic stability causing a 50% activity loss over 

the incubation period103. Furthermore, they tested several mutants of TfCut2 to improve 

PET degradation rates and found the single mutant G62A, which considerably increased 

the weight loss to 43% under the same conditions. The single mutant reduced affinity to 

the degradation product MHET which is only hesitantly further hydrolyzed and thus 

resolved product inhibition which prevented higher overall degradation rates103. The 

mutations used in their study were inspired by another enzyme previously discovered by 

Sulaiman et al. in 2012104. By screening a metagenome library from a leaf-branch 

compost, where Actinomycetales are also dominant91, they discovered another cutinase 

active on various substrates. This enzyme was named Leaf-compost cutinase (LCC), 

and when tested on PET as the substrate, it exhibited the highest PET degradation 

activity known to that time. In a follow-up study, they specified LCC’s activity with 20-

25% weight loss on a probably amorphous PET film at 70°C in 24h105, but, similar to 

TfCut2, the kinetic stability is limited with a half-life of 40 minutes at 70°C. This could be 

addressed by glycosylation on three sites when expressed in Pichia pastoris, promoting 

stability and thermostability of LCC and increasing the onset for thermal-induced 

aggregation about 10°C106. These results emphasize the importance of thermostability 

and kinetic stability for efficient PET hydrolysis. 

The discovery of PETase from Ideonella sakaiensis (IsPETase) by Yoshida et al. 

in 2016 had a considerable impact on the research on PET degrading enzymes107. These 

bacteria were found on a dumpsite, growing on PET bottles, and excel at using the 

polymer as their sole energy and carbon source. To achieve this, the organism 

possesses a two-enzyme system comprised of PETase, a cutinase-like enzyme, and 

MHETase, which is related to feruloyl esterases. As the PETase is active on PET itself, 

degrading it to primarily mono-2-hydroxyethyl terephthalate (MHET) with small amounts 

of terephthalic acid (TPA) and bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET), MHETase 

eventually hydrolyses MHET into TPA and ethylene glycol107 (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 PET hydrolysis schema for IsPETase with the typical products of enzymatic PET hydrolysis BHET, 
MHET, and TPA. IsPETase produces MHET as the dominant product as indicated by the size of the arrows, which 
can subsequently be further hydrolyzed into TPA by MHETase. 

The novelty of IsPETase was the putative evolutionary adaptation and the activity 

at ambient temperatures around 30°C. While it is unquestionable that IsPETase 

outperformed LCC under the given conditions, the thesis of IsPETase’s high activity on 

highly crystalline PET must be questioned critically. The performance on highly 

crystalline material in the experimental setup presented by Yoshida et al.107 was so low 

that it was more likely caused by surface-modifying activity or degradation of amorphous 

regions but of activity on crystalline regions. Furthermore, comparing the PET 

degradation performance under optimal conditions, IsPETase is orders of magnitude 

slower than LCC, as also shown by the authors. Nevertheless, IsPETase gained 

immense attention in public media and the scientific community as a potential savior 

against plastic pollution and recycling applications. For scientists, the hope was that 

IsPETase’s unusual activity at ambient temperatures could serve as a foundation for 

future protein engineering approaches. With redesigns towards higher thermostability, 

exploiting the known benefits for PET degradation near Tg seemed feasible. The 

popularity of IsPETase as a research topic is also reflected by the variety of nearly 

simultaneously published IsPETase crystal structures around 2018108–113. Those 

structures revealed IsPETase as typical cutinase with only minor differences to other 

PET degrading cutinases shown in Figure 9 A. 
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Figure 9 Superimposed crystal structures of known PET degrading cutinases in cartoon representation are shown 
in A. The structures of Thc_Cut1 (PDB 5lui, grey), Cut190(PDB 4wfi, coral), Est119 (PDB 3vis, ochre), Tf_Cut2 
(PDB 4cg1, olive), LCC (PDB 4eb0, purple) match well with IsPETase (PDB 5xjh, blue) including PET6 from Vibrio 

gazogenes. B shows a phylogenetic tree to visualize relationships within these enzymes based on these 
sequences complemented by the two fungal cutinases HiC (PDB 4oyy) and FsC (Uniprot ID Q99174). The tree 
was calculated with Clustal Omega114 using default settings and visualized with iTOL v6 115. The analysis shows 
one cluster for the Actinomycetales variants colored in light blue and the fungal cutinases in pink. Thus, IsPETase 
takes a position between these two clades, which is also true for PET6. 

However, some features of IsPETase set it apart from its bacterial peers, such 

as an additional disulfide bond which is more common for fungal variants. The closer 

relationship of IsPETase to fungal, mesophilic PET degrading enzymes is also evident 

from phylogenetic analysis91 (Figure 9 B). IsPETase features a more open substrate-

binding site on the structural level, yet many residues around the active and binding site 

are conserved throughout all cutinases. An overview of the active and binding site of 

IsPETase is depicted in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Crystal structures of IsPETase (PDB 5xjh) in cartoon representation. Relevant residues in and around 
the active- and binding site, as discussed in several studies, are shown in stick representation and labeled 
accordingly.  

To investigate whether this different surrounding of the active site is beneficial for 

the enzyme, Austin et el. created the double mutant S238F/W159H mutating these two 

residues towards the conserved sequence among Actinomycetales cutinases108. 

Interestingly activity of the double mutant was slightly increased and realized a higher 

reduction in measured crystallinity upon incubation, questioning the different architecture 

as an evolutionary adaptation towards PET as substrate. A similar question arises 

around the “wobbling” Trp185 and the opposing Ser214 adjacent to the active site108,111. 

There are hints that this wobbling motion, enabled by the provided space of the relatively 

small serine, is essential for substrate interaction in IsPETase, in that the increased 

flexibility of the active site contributes to the activity112. However, this mechanism has not 

been described for other performant PET degrading enzymes; hence it could be a unique 

adaptation towards its mesophilic activity profile. The structure of IsPETase further 

shows no binding sites for divalent cations. In other cutinases like those from 

Actinomycetales, divalent cation binding is a common motif, where the concentration 

even has a decisive impact on thermostability, activity and may induce even minor 

structural changes in the enzymes91,96.  

However, similar to other PET hydrolases, knowledge of how the substrate 

interacts with the enzyme on a structural level is limited. Although there are some crystal 

structures of IsPETase with substrate analogous like 1-(2-hydroxyethyl) 4-methyl 

terephthalate (HEMT) (PDB-ID 5xh3)113, no structure of IsPETase or other cutinases 
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show a complex with a full-length substrate to describe protein-ligand interaction 

holistically. Thus Joo et al. performed docking with 2-HE(MHET)4, a molecule comprising 

four repeating units of PET, and divided the calculated binding site into two subsections. 

The smaller subsite I is comprised of the residues Tyr87, Gln119, Met161, including the 

wobbling Trp185. The elongated Subsite II contains Thr88, Ala89, Trp159 next to the 

catalytic serine, Ser238 and Asn241. Hence, the complete binding site resembles an L-

shape. Eventually, they proposed that subsite I harbours the first PET repetition unit 

where the cleavage occurs. This follows the typical serine hydrolase mechanism, where 

the charge relay system of the catalytic triad deprotonates the serine, which performs a 

nucleophilic attack on the ester bond, forming an enzyme-acyl-intermediate which is 

resolved by a final nucleophilic attack of a water molecule to release the product. 

According to Joo et al., the moiety in Subsite I is cleaved at the terephthalic acid while 

the resulting OH-terminal points towards subsite II110. The released product depends on 

the composition of the end groups on both sides of the cleavage site, releasing either 

MHET, TPA, or BHET. A piece-by-piece sliding of the enzyme on a polymer chain would 

thereby produce MHET, explaining it as the dominant product of IsPETase110. However, 

other PET degrading enzymes show different preferences for the released products 

suggesting differences in the binding behavior116. Considering the reported flexibility of 

the surrounding of the active site of IsPETase, those rigid docking results must be taken 

with a pinch of salt. Furthermore, the mechanism was also questioned by Wei et al. by 

asking whether a PET chain could adopt the suggested L-shape conformation117. While 

the fundamental cleavage mechanism was confirmed by Jerves et al. with reliable 

QM/MM calculations118, the extended substrate-binding pose remained elusive as their 

modeling was limited to a short PET dimer as substrate.  

Regardless of this lack of knowledge, groups have performed protein engineering 

approaches on IsPETase, ranging from extensive redesigns to effective variants with just 

a few mutations. An extensive review of PET degrading enzymes and descendant 

engineered enzymes has been recently presented by Magalhães et al.116. In the 

following, some chosen variants will be presented, starting with an interesting enzyme 

designed by Son et al. They introduced only a few mutations yielding a triple 

(S121E/D186H/R280A) and a quadruple (S121E/D186H/S242T/N246D) mutant which 

feature improved thermostability and increased PET degradation at ambient 

temperatures (37-40°C) by 14- and 58-fold respectively119,120. Remarkably, they achieved 

this improvement in activity at ambient temperatures without acting even near the PET’s 
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Tg. In contrast, Cui and colleagues took a different approach to achieve higher 

performance by targeting thermostability121. They performed an extensive redesign on 

IsPETase, increasing stability by pushing the melting temperature (Tm) from 31°C to 

78°C for their designed DuraPETase, meaning comfortable stability even above Tg. 

Besides the expected increased activity at elevated temperatures around 60°C, they 

claimed a 300fold increase in activity at ambient temperatures for their DuraPETase121, 

yet the latter could not be confirmed in our experiments. 

In the scope of designing potent systems for PET degradation, not only single 

enzymes have to be considered for protein engineering projects. It was shown that a 

fusion of PETase and MHETase connected by a linker increased performance about 

5fold122. This might indicate either a product inhibition similar as seen in TfCut2103 or 

simply a synergistic effect on the activity of these enzymes. Nevertheless, the most 

potent known PET degrading enzyme by now is not a descendant of IsPETase but from 

LCC. Tournier et al. stabilized LCC by introducing two cysteines to form a disulfide bond 

at a binding site for divalent cations (D238C and S283C) and combined it with mutation 

Y127G and either F243I or F243W, yielding the variants LCC-ICCG and LCC-WCCG97. 

With this, they could improve the kinetic stability of the enzyme and achieve 

depolymerization rates over 90% of PET in a bioreactor at 72°C within 10h. Further, they 

extracted the TPA gained by the enzymatic degradation and used it to synthesize new 

PET. The material properties of their resynthesized PET met the standards for 

petrochemical-based virgin PET97. With this reuse of the monomers to synthesize new 

PET with decent material properties, they achieved a proof of concept for large-scale 

enzymatic recycling of PET.  

3.9 Contribution of enzymes for a sustainable plastic economy 

In order to assess how PET-degrading enzymes could contribute to solving the 

environmental problems caused by the massive use of plastics and subsequent poor 

waste management in the future, two scenarios need to be considered: One deals with 

potential enzymatic plastic degradation after entering the environment, thereby lessening 

adverse effects of plastic pollution. The other scenario is about how enzymes could 

improve recycling processes, achieving material reuse without a subtle decrease in 

material properties. However, due to their chemical structure, as discussed previously, 

only hydrolyzable polymers such as polyesters, polyamides, and polyurethanes are 

suitable candidates for efficient enzymatic attack. Despite these theoretical 
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considerations, a practical relevance for enzymatic degradation on a petrochemical 

commodity plastic is only insight for PET. Now two main research topics in this field 

suggest themselves: The first is the protein engineering on highly active thermophilic 

PET degrading enzymes and their integration in large-scale recycling processes. As 

shown with the improved variants of LCC97, this goal is in reach, but many points still 

need to be addressed. For a successful implementation, low-price production of the 

enzyme is a prerequisite. Furthermore, conversion rates should be improved to reach 

100%, and substrate compatibility with extremely high crystallinity, like biaxially-

orientated PET (boPET), must be ensured. Eventually, the recovery and purification for 

both monomers must be improved. The currently proposed method for TPA extraction 

produces absurdly large amounts of 0.6kg sodium sulfate per 1 kg of recycled PET97.  

The other question about PET degrading enzymes or plastic degrading enzymes, 

in general, is how they contribute to plastic removal in the environment, wherefore 

primarily mesophilic and naturally occurring enzymes must be considered. Hence, 

applying protein engineering on mesophilic enzymes with our knowledge today seems 

unnecessary, except for estimating the immediate evolutionary potential of an enzyme. 

Those improved enzymes, together with their successfully shown integration in marine 

organisms like algae123, are only of academic interest, as a release of those modified 

enzymes in genetically modified organisms (GMO) is simply inconceivable and 

unrealistic. Therefore, future research should focus on identifying PET or plastic 

degrading enzymes already present in nature and try to document and quantify their 

actual contribution to plastic degradation in the environment and not in-vitro only. 

Tackling plastic pollution requires a whole new approach to how we deal with 

plastic. Nevertheless, enzymes can contribute to closing the loop for a sustainable plastic 

economy, even though many actions have to be taken. The first step, of course, would 

be to avoid or reduce plastic consumption in general and increase efforts for reuse and 

recycling. As part of efficient waste management, incineration, dumping, and leakage to 

the environment must be minimized. The inevitable need for new raw material should be 

covered from biomass or by synthesis with green hydrogen and CO2 from capturing 

technologies. Thus, the plastic industry would also reduce its carbon footprint, presenting 

a necessary contribution to the world’s fight against climate change. But even when 

made from renewable sources, material properties and adverse environmental impacts 

of Bio-PET, Bio-PE and Bio-PP are identical124, emphasizing that bio-based does not 

implicate biodegradability. Hence, the usage of bio-based plastics with similar benefits 
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but faster biodegradability must be enforced in the future. And promising candidates are 

already in the starting blocks: For the low-density PE and PP, polybutylene succinate 

(PBS) and polybutylene adipate terephthalate (PBAT) are decent substitutes125 while 

polyethylene furanoate (PEF) has similar properties to PET126. These materials allow for 

more rapid biodegradation when intentionally or unintentionally released into the 

environment. 

Enzymes could play an essential role in the future, not only in innovative 

applications such as pre-incorporation into plastics products to improve degradation after 

use. But more than that, enzymes are helping decisively with the crucial component of a 

sustainable circular economy for plastics, namely recycling. With the contribution of 

enzyme-based recycling, the material properties of circulating plastics materials could 

be maintained at a high level, complementing traditional thermal recycling. Gradually, 

plastics will become more biocompatible with their bio-based synthesis from biomass to 

processing to final degradation. And enzymes do have the potential to contribute and 

shine in all these disciplines. 
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A vital step in investigating PET hydrolyzing enzymes is to establish an 

experimental setup that allows the assessment of whether and to what extent an enzyme 

candidate can act on PET. The character of PET as a water-insoluble, massive substrate 

poses a special challenge that stands out to commonly used soluble substances in 

biochemical activity assays. Soluble substrate analogs of PET like BHET are available, 

but as the key feature of PET hydrolases is their ability to act on a massive, hydrophobic 

substrate, an assay employing a soluble compound can hardly work out these qualities.  

As this research project is embedded within the CRC 1357 microplastics, initial 

trials employing microplastic particles as a substrate for our experiments were logical. 

However, the hydrophobicity of PET microplastics particles made handling and precise 

substrate provisioning laborious. And once in solution, particles may either sink due to 

the higher density than water or float on the surface because of poor wetting properties 

and air adsorption at the surface. Therefore, varying shares of the substrate were either 

exposed to air, sticking on the sidewalls of reaction vessels, or accumulating on the 

bottom, causing differences in the interaction of substrate and enzyme and thereby in 

the measured activity. In the literature, different approaches have been described for 

substrate supply in their experiments, including PET films96,101,107, solid pieces from post-

consumer plastic96,99,107, or nanoparticles127. While the latter are easy to handle and 

provision, thus suited for high-throughput applications, massive substrates, such as 

films, demand manual substrate handling, limiting upscaling for high-throughput. 
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However, nanoplastic particles also have drawbacks as they are fully amorphous, 

while realistic PET commonly has a high crystallinity known for diminishing enzymatic 

hydrolysis. Therefore, a fully amorphous nanoplastic substrate might be partially 

misleading. In our paper “A versatile assay platform for enzymatic poly(ethylene-

terephthalate) degradation”, we present a new approach for substrate provisioning with 

the application of a PET film onto standard lab consumables like microtiter plates (MTP) 

and PCR tubes. For this purpose, PET is dissolved in trifluoroacetic acid and applied to 

each well, ensuring equal wetting. By choosing the temperature in the subsequent drying 

step, the crystallinity of the resulting coating can be adjusted between 10-18%; other 

values might be possible with drying temperatures outside the tested range. Activity tests 

with PET degrading enzymes showed successful provisioning of the substrate with 

decent standard deviations, while differences within the different formats must be 

considered. The offered options within the assay platform are summarized in the 

following Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 Overview of the modules to choose from within the assay platform. The PET coating can be applied to 
different lab consumables, including PCR tubes and microtiter plates, while crystallinity is controlled in the drying 
step. For incubation, the enzyme is either added purified or as lysate. The activity is quantified with either UHPLC 
or fluorescence readout. Within lysate experiments, the actual enzyme concentration can be determined by a 
split-GFP system to normalize the measured activity. (Figure taken from Weigert et al., PEDS, 2021, Oxford 
University Press128) 

The most consistent results could be achieved at the core wells of a 96-MTP 

yielding a standard deviation of only 4% therefore suited for analytical experiments, while 

other formats like PCR tubes show a much higher standard deviation of 15%. However, 

this PCR format perfectly fits fast and convenient temperature screening by virtue of a 

thermocycler. This coating approach offers myriad options for the PET starting material 

such as virgin or recycled PET grades, pre-weathered material (UV radiation, humidity, 
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et cetera.), and options for supplementation with different additives. In this way, the 

system can reflect the complexity of PET material types, especially the relevant 

degradation processes in nature, and their influence and interplay with enzymatic 

degradation can be systematically investigated. The enzyme can either be added purified 

or as crude lysate suitable for high throughput applications. The use of crude lysate is 

complemented by a split green fluorescent protein (split-GFP) system allowing for 

quantification of expressed enzyme in the cell extract to rank the enzyme's performance 

relative to their expression level. While developing the crude lysate part of the assay, we 

encountered problems with an unexpected activity loss of IsPETase and its engineered 

offspring DuraPETase in lysate. The phenomena could be reproduced with purified 

enzyme, which also lost activity when lysate was added, indicating an inhibition by lysate 

compounds. However, LCC-WCCG was unaffected by lysate, suggesting a specific 

adverse interaction with IsPETase. As demonstrated, this could be resolved by adding 

Tween20 as detergent enabling the successful use of IsPETase analogs in the crude 

lysate screening experiments. Nevertheless, the underlying effect remains elusive, and 

whether this lysate has similar effects on other enzymes and the solution in the form of 

detergent is also universally working is yet to be found out.  

The generation of a fluorescent chromophore for fast readout is based on TPA 

conversion into the fluorescent chromophore 2-hydroxy terephthalate (HOTP) adopted 

from Wei et al.129, but we enhanced this method with the addition of MHETase before the 

conversion of TPA to HOTP. MHET can present a significant share of the degradation 

products of PET, depending on the enzyme and reaction conditions. When MHETase 

further hydrolyzes MHET into TPA, the former share of MHET can also be integrated into 

the fluorescent readout. In this way, enzymatic degradation is more comprehensively 

depicted, and the readout method further profits from a higher signal in general. We 

further developed a speedy method for UHPLC detection of the degradation products 

with a total runtime of only 4 minutes for low to medium throughput. In summary, this 

whole assay platform offers many options and adaptations regarding the choice of 

substrate, incubation, and readout. Thus, it offers a suitable experimental setup for all 

kinds of questions regarding the activity of PET degrading enzymes. 

Consequently, it was the experimental basis for the characterization of a new 

PET degrading enzyme shown in our work “Investigation of the halophilic PET hydrolase 

PET6 from Vibrio gazogenes”. PET6 is an enzyme from the halophile organism Vibrio 

gazogenes and had been previously discovered by Danso et al.127 using a bioinformatic 
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search approach to identify new potential PET hydrolases in metagenomic data. 

However, the choice to investigate PET6 in detail within this project happened by chance. 

Our underlying idea was to expand the structural knowledge about PET degrading 

enzymes and find enzymes with novel properties. For this purpose, some enzyme 

candidates were selected from the work of Danso et al., which stood out for their low 

sequence identity compared to IsPETase. Under these considerations, PET2, PET6, 

PET12, PET38, and PET42 were selected and could be successfully purified but for 

PET42. However, crystallization trials of these enzymes were only successful for PET6 

why it was picked for the following study. The crystal structure of PET6 showed, as 

expected, the typical alpha/beta hydrolase fold but revealed an interesting binding of 

sodium and chloride ions (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12 Solved crystal structure of PET6 in cartoon representation. The catalytic triad and the disulfide bonds 
(DS 1-3) are shown in sticks and are labeled accordingly. The sodium (purple) and chloride (green) ions are 
depicted as spheres. 

In principle, these ion species are no novelty, known for being bound in other 

cutinase structures. But for those the sodium chloride combination is not that 

emphasized or is escorted by divalent cations like Ca2+ or Mg2+ (see Thc_cut1 PDB-ID 

5LUI, Cut190 PDB-ID 4WFK, Ta_cut PDB ID 6AID). Many cutinases are specifically 

enhanced by divalent ions in terms of thermostability and activity, while the activity of 

PET6 remains unchanged upon the addition of different divalent cations. This indicates 

an adaptation of PET6 towards an environment with high sodium chloride concentrations 

stabilizing the enzyme, which seems logical considering its saline origin. Consequently, 

we could show that sodium chloride has a similar function for PET6 as divalent cations 
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have for other cutinases regarding stability and activity. The optimal salt concentration is 

surprisingly high, about 1 to 1.5 M, although higher salt concentrations are also well 

tolerated.  

Interestingly, this is the opposite behavior of IsPETase, which severely suffers in 

activity from even low salt concentrations. When high salt is combined with its optimal 

temperature of 50°C, the enzyme can realize decent PET degradation, which 

outcompetes IsPETase at similar conditions. Nevertheless, this is still below what potent 

enzymes like IsPETase or LCC can do at optimal conditions. This question of activity 

was also considered within the study from the perspective of evolutionary potential, i.e., 

how mutations that may already occur in nature could positively influence the PET 

degradation capacity of PET6. For this purpose, some residues common in other 

functional PET hydrolases were introduced. Of these, especially the variant PET6-VSTA 

shows a substantial increase in activity with only two amino acids being exchanged. This 

highlights that even minor evolutionary adaptations could significantly improve PET6-

mediated PET degradation. MD simulations of this double mutant with a PET tetramer 

also provided clues on how these mutations might contribute to increased activity. The 

analysis revealed a more stable and better-coordinated interaction of the substrate 

around the active site for PET6-VSTA, which might explain the higher turnover compared 

to the wild type. 

Eventually, this raises the typical question of whether these PET degrading 

enzymes found in nature contribute to PET degradation in the environment. In general, 

this is hard to answer as PET activity in vitro does not necessarily mean similar activity 

in nature given the complex surrounding. Nevertheless, some theoretical aspects can be 

used to approach an answer to this question. As a starting point, the organism hosting 

the enzyme should get in proximity to the corresponding plastic particles. Though, even 

if this is the case, it is still unclear whether the protein is expressed and exported to 

contact the material and whether it remains there, considering possible diffusion to the 

periphery. In addition, the general activity of the specific enzyme under the given 

environment, including temperature, pH, salinity, and potential naturally occurring 

inhibitors, must be considered. 

For PET6, some facts qualify this enzyme as a worthy candidate. The host 

organism Vibrio gazogenes is like the whole genus of Vibrio ubiquitous and abundant in 

marine systems, including estuaries and salt marshes, as part of the 

bacterioplankton69,130–132. Additionally, the halophilic character of PET6 qualifies it to be 
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active under those conditions, though actual activity in seawater is yet to be determined. 

Within the study, we were also searching for homologs of PET6 in the Vibrio genus and 

successfully found those in three other Vibrio species. In addition, nine other members 

of the genus have homologs for MHETase that may be useful for PET degradation in 

microbial communities, which is a widespread concept. The proximity of those organisms 

to plastic is evident as high concentrations of plastic and microplastic particles are 

documented for estuaries and salt marshes and as oceans are considered a sink for 

plastics anyway. This coincidence is emphasized by the finding of the Vibrio species as 

part of the plastisphere, which describes the ecosystems naturally forming around plastic 

particles released into the environment. Nevertheless, the low activity of PET6 at typical 

ocean surface temperatures well below 30°C must be considered despite the enormous 

potential biomass of Vibrios carrying genes for PET degradation. Though, there is a need 

for further experiments particularly focusing on actual degradation rates in nature, to 

assess the actual contribution of PET6 or Vibrio species in general. 

But as we demonstrated in our publication “Impact of Enzymatic Degradation on 

the Material Properties of Poly(Ethylene Terephthalate)”, the fate of these plastic 

particles can also be significantly changed by even subtle degradation events caused by 

enzymes. Material properties define a material’s behavior during its intended use, but in 

the same way, they influence its destiny after the end of use when not disposed of 

properly. For polymers, these properties are tightly linked with the chemical composition 

of the individual chains, including additives and how these can interact among 

themselves. Upon degradation, new chemical groups may be introduced, and chain 

scissions may decrease the average chain length or resolve crosslinks. In this way, these 

interactions that contribute to the integrity and define characteristics are altered, which 

in most cases means weakening. We often encounter this phenomenon for the abiotic 

degradation process when, e.g., a plastic foil becomes so brittle after being exposed to 

UV light and humidity for years that it falls into pieces upon minimum mechanical force. 

While the underlying mechanism has also been described for PET, the impact of 

enzymatic activity on the material properties of the remaining plastic is poorly 

investigated. As an experimental method to monitor these changes in the material 

properties, we chose fatigue crack propagation (FCP) which features high sensitivity for 

even slight changes. This technique applies a dynamic, periodical force to a specimen 

while the crack growth speed is measured. When certain factors or events weaken the 

material, this manifests in the measurements as the crack grows faster through the 

specimen. For the incubation of those specimen, we constructed sample holders that 
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restrict the contact of solution during incubation to the area of the designated crack 

growth. 

The concept of the experiment was to identify and quantify differences in the 

crack propagation after the specimen were either incubated in enzymatic solution or 

buffer only as control after 96 hours. Additionally, after 24 and 48 hours, samples were 

taken for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and ultra high performance liquid 

chromatography (UHPLC) to analyze the timeline of degradation on an optical level and 

the emergence of soluble products. Without enzyme present, no degradation processes 

can be detected, but in the other case, a progressing surface erosion in the SEM images 

is visible backed by increasing concentrations of the soluble degradation products TPA, 

MHET, and BHET. With increasing incubation time, the roughness of the surface 

increased, which is observable in the atomic force microscopy measurements and 

particularly in the SEM images showing the rise of colloidal structures. The latter could 

result from uneven surface erosion or an accumulation of non-soluble degradation 

products. Such insoluble degradation products could be identified in differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) measurements of near-surface layers after enzymatic incubation, 

where a distinct peak for a BHET dimer was detectable. This substance could explain 

why specimens treated with enzymes show lower tolerance towards mechanical stress. 

We hypothesized that the BHET dimer diffuses into the material inducing the 

embrittlement, as seen in the FCP analysis. Moreover, this diffusion of BHET dimers may 

explain why crack propagation is strongly affected in these samples, while actual 

enzymatic degradation is limited to an insignificant depth (probably a few µm) at the 

surface compared to the whole sample material. (4mm) (see Figure 13). 
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Figure 13 Surface of PET after incubation with IsPETase for 96 hours (A). The resulting rough surface, including 
colloidal structures, possibly composed of BHET dimer, are shown in two magnifications. The results of the 
subsequent mechanical analysis of the specimen (figure B) revealed faster crack propagation and thus material 
failure after enzymatic incubation (orange tones) compared to blank samples without enzymatic treatment (blue 
tones). (Figure taken from Menzel et al., MDPI Polymers, 2021133) 

Similarly, the BHET dimer might also influence the measured crystallinity after 

incubation. Theoretically, an increased crystallinity would be expected as amorphous 

regions are easier to be attacked by the PET degrading enzymes and should therefore 

be preferentially hydrolyzed. However, the crystallinity decreased from 22% to 18% upon 

enzymatic incubation. This indicates either a direct enzymatic attack on the crystalline 

regions or again a BHET dimer mediated disruption of those crystalline arrangements. 

However, apart from the possible effects of the BHET dimer, it is interesting to speculate 

why this substance is accumulating in the first place. Presented on the surface, one could 

assume that the enzyme preferably processes this short substrate as it might easily bind 

in the enzyme's active site due to higher degrees of freedom compared to a more rigid 

polymer chain. However, efficient binding of the substrate to IsPETase might require 

more than two repetitive units of PET which could explain the accumulation of the BHET 

dimer. Future studies must explore whether this behavior is valid for all PET degrading 

enzymes and further investigate the exact impact of the BHET dimer and the nature of 

the colloidal structures.  

In conclusion, enzymatic activity and its impact might be underrated if only weight 

loss or soluble degradation products are tracked. Especially in the scope of PET 

degradation in the environment, enzymatic activity accelerating fragmentation due to the 

impact on material properties should be considered. Furthermore, as the surface grows 

exponentially with advancing fragmentation, this creates even more space accessible for 
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microbial activity. Thus, although the absolute hydrolysis rates on the initial particles 

might be limited, the enzymatic degradation could have significant downstream effects. 
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